SAINTS WIN SECOND STRAIGHT CAGE CROWN

Wong and Adachi Receive Most Outstanding Player Awards
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Karikomi's Using Adachi to Check Willie Wong

Seems Quite a Neat Bit of Coaching Gem

YWCA Will Offer Ski Lessons

Basketball Tournament Statistics

DEFEAT BERKELEY NISSES, 49-45, IN FINALS OF ALL-ORIENTAL AMERICAN CAGE TOURNAMENT; NISEI VETS DROP CATHAY POST IN CONSOLATION

By J. U. Special Writer

Well, the second annual Oriental American Basketball Tournament became history Monday. In the first game played on San Francisco Chinese district covering the second straight time. The defensive efforts by the Chinese defeated the Portland Nisei All-Stars, 19-14, in the final game of the four-game series to take the championship from the Portland Nisei All-Stars, 19-14.

Adding the-plugin (Note: This was the second game played against the Portland All-Stars at the University of Washington). The game was essentially over at the end of the first half.

Official timekeepers for the game were George P. M. Chen and Charles I. Chen. The loss ended the season for Wong, who sat out the game on the sidelines.

Official timekeepers for the game were George P. M. Chen and Charles I. Chen. The loss ended the season for Wong, who sat out the game on the sidelines.

Wong all over the court. Wong, who had missed 18 points in the first game against the Portland All-Stars, was back in action for Portland and took full advantage of his presence. Wong's scoring was crucial to Portland's victory.

In the final game, Wong scored 10 points, including two free throws late in the game to seal the victory for Portland. The game was played in the University of Washington's Hec Edmundson Pavilion.

YUCCA Will Offer Ski Lessons

Promising ski instruction will be offered by the YWCA, 19-38, right next to the steel gun, which is open daily. ski instruction is free, and the YWCA has a library of ski books and other instructional materials.

Mrs. Rosemary Wills, the supervisor of the YWCA's ski program, said that they would be offering free lessons to all who wish to learn to ski.
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E. K. N. PUTS ON TYPEWRITER WITH A SHARP WRITING STROKE TO BANG OUT LOCAL GOLF DATA

By E. K. N.

About three times a year, a special member of the golfing world marks the score of nine holes with steady rhythm of the typewriter and with precise records of the golf score. This is a busy time for the local golfers, as the season opens. The work of the E. K. N. is of special importance to the golfers, as the organization keeps records of the scores of all the players in the respective flights.

Enter Tournament April 10

Annual Amateur League April 16

Spring Golf Tournament April 17

Easter Golf Tournament April 24

Play Golf Daily April 25

The E. K. N. is in charge of the golf data for the last three years, and their record is perfect. They are ready to play in the near future. It is not too late for the E. K. N. to enter the tournament, either as a team or individually. The E. K. N. is always ready to represent the local golfers in any tournament.

GOLFMANIA

Fred!-Shifty from the dafür is a bird. A white cocker is the most popular. Fred Guitar is a yellow cocker. Fred Guitar is a yellow cocker. Fred Guitar is a yellow cocker. Fred Guitar is a yellow cocker.
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TWO-TIME CHAMPION
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Two-time Champion
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BEAUTY OF YAKIMA VALLEY CHAMRS WAPATO RETURNS

By KARE KONDO

It was a Sunday day in September when we came home to visit. The weather was dry, and the light, and the air was fresh and clean. We drove through the valley, past the farms and orchards, and up into the mountains. The beauty of the landscape was breathtaking. The trees were in full color, and the mountains were covered with snow. It was a perfect day for a picnic. We stopped at the Wapato Resort, where we had a delicious lunch. The views from the mountain top were amazing. It was a perfect day to spend with family and friends. (Continued on Page 4)

MISEI, ISSEI PUT ON MAP AS 'BOOM TOWN'

By MRS. "HORRIBLE" WATANABE

The programme of the annual Misei-Issei day of 1927 has been announced by the Japan Society, and the activities for the day will include a variety of events. The programme includes a round of games, a dance, and a picnic. The day will be a great success, and everyone is invited to come and enjoy the festivities. (Continued on Page 5)

HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM ART LOUTE

HAPPY NEW YEAR

SABO FUJII

Personal Representative

Friedlander & Sons

5th at Pike

BU. SA.

Bus.

Dec. 31, 1927

Seattle, Wash.

(Continued on Page 4)

WRITER RECORDS BACKGROUND OF TACOMA JAPANESE PEOPLE

So Kuni Fujimoto

Takoto, a suburb of Tokyo, Japan, is a city of great importance. It is the capital of the prefecture of Kanagawa, and is situated on the coast of the Seto Inland Sea. The city is divided into several districts, each with its own unique character. The district of Takato is particularly noted for its beautiful scenery, and is a popular tourist destination. The city is home to a large Japanese community, and has a rich history. (Continued on Page 6)

Evacuees Like Three Key Cities of Northwest

The Northwest has seen an increase in the number of evacuees from the West Coast. The three key cities that have seen the most evacuees are Seattle, Portland, and Tacoma. These cities have been welcoming the evacuees with open arms, providing them with resources and support. The evacuees are grateful for the support they have received, and are eager to contribute to the community. (Continued on Page 4)
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Baking wounds under the Pacific Northwest sun, the first returnees who were among the first to arrive in the city of Tacoma, were greeted with open arms. The returnees were welcomed with a parade and a reception at the city hall. The event was a great success, and everyone was happy to see the returnees. (Continued on Page 4)
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HAPPY NEW YEAR
season's greetings

c. otsuka

19th st.

seattle, wash.

happy new year

benton hotel

denery s. tsurara

19th st.

seattle, wash.

season's greetings

kono garage

317 12th ave.

ml 4060

new year's greetings from

ralph y. kono

genevieve morihata

harry hikida

allo y. kane

bob matsutomo

harry saeki

"equipped for prompt service"

happy new year

r.s. auto rebuid

inside kono garage

expert body and fender repairing

refinishing

roy t. sakamoto

ca 6560

317 12th ave.

seattle 22

happy new year

maynard barnard

weller at maynard

try our delicious southerns barbecued ribs, pork, beef, ham, chicken and turkey sand

wiches, diners and barbecues to take out. we'll barbecue your bird—brick oven and akle

wood.

blue plate lunch—50c and 75c

season's greetings

kamekichi shibayama

712 1st ave.

b. h. karmakor

under new management

satisfaction guaranteed

happy new year

mrs. & mrs. f. k. minato

1303 born ave.

seattle, wash.

happy new year

mrs. & mrs. sakamoto

1330 born ave.

seattle, wash.
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seattle, wash.
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mrs. & mrs. howard minato

1201 born ave.

seattle, wash.
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seattle, wash.
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1201 born ave.

seattle, wash.
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seattle, wash.
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